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 discussions of excavation methodology and the evolution
 of ceramic typology make this volume even more useful,
 and the presence of interpretive differences in reports pro-
 duced over many years (e.g., the degree of precision in
 ceramic dating) is not alarming.
 Considerable space is given to D. L. Kennedy's eluci-
 dation of the relationship between maps, aerial reconnais-
 sance, and surface survey (chapter 3); his emphasis on the
 value of aerial photographs is fully justified by the sharp
 images of Umm el-Jimal and the numerous archaeological
 sites and features in Jimal's surrounding territory. De Vries
 notes the current shift away from an exclusive investigation
 of monumental architecture, but the first volume in the UJP
 series-reflecting the earlier phase of fieldwork-gives
 considerable attention to some of the more substantial ar-
 chitectural features at Jimal (e.g., the castellum/"barracks,"
 defense-system, "Nabataean" temple, Roman Praetorium).
 In chapter 11, Parker provides a concise analysis of the
 Jimal pottery corpus, from Early Roman through Ottoman/
 Mandate. Chapter 14, "Towards a History of Umm el-Jimal
 in Late Antiquity," synthesizes the various categories of data
 and draws attention to important aspects of this region's
 political, religious, and economic history.
 The volume's figures (plans, sections, and perspective
 drawings) vary in style and quality, but this appears to be
 a product of multiple authorship, compilation over a long
 period of time, and different emphases. Since these illus-
 trations represent considerable fieldwork, they were care-
 fully chosen to highlight important aspects of the report.
 Photographs are of a consistently high quality, in terms of
 composition and lighting; captions are precise and clearly
 tied to the text. Maps that portray the extensive site of
 Umm el-Jimal and the wider region (mostly drawn by de
 Vries) are simple, useful, and appropriately placed.
 This volume reflects the various disciplines that have
 contributed to our understanding of this site and its neigh-
 borhood. Like any project that was launched 30 years
 ago, de Vries and the Umm el-Jimal research team added
 new perspectives and approaches along the way, but their
 "multifaceted approach" was evident from the start. Use of
 the term "landscape" in the book's subtitle is valid, since
 de Vries and the other writers consistently discuss the
 site's history and economy in light of the social and natu-
 ral environment. Future volumes will undoubtedly refer to
 a wider bibliographic and topical base and draw attention
 to day-to-day life and private architecture, as seen, for
 example, in the study of domestic space edited by Castel,
 al-Maqdissi, and Villeneuve (1997). UJP 1 is a solid be-
 ginning-a major contribution to a relatively neglected
 period-and we can look forward to additional volumes,
 since the series will continue to anchor this unique site in
 time and space.
 Gerald L. Mattingly
 Johnson Bible College
 gmattingly@jbc.edu
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 The Archaeology of Qumran and the Dead Sea
 Scrolls, by Jodi Magness. Grand Rapids: William
 B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2002. xlvi +
 238 pp., 66 figures. Cloth. $26.00.
 This volume by Jodi Magness is part of a series entitled
 Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature, ed-
 ited by Peter W. Flint, Martin G. Abegg, Jr., and Florentino
 Garcia Martinez. The purpose of the series is "to make the
 latest and best Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship accessible to
 scholars, students, and the thinking public" (p. i). Magness
 has designed her book with that general readership, not the
 specialist in the field, in mind. It contains no footnotes,
 very few quotations from the scholarly literature, and its
 bibliography is gathered and annotated at the end of each
 chapter. The opening chapter, "An Introduction to the Ar-
 chaeology of Qumran," introduces the reader not only to
 the subject of Qumran archaeology, but contains a subsec-
 tion titled "What is Archaeology, and What Excavation
 Methods Do Archaeologists Use?" In this subsection Mag-
 ness introduces her readers to the methods of archaeology,
 e.g., numismatics, and explains why archaeologists use
 these methods when reconstructing the history of a par-
 ticular site such as Qumran. Thus, while the specialist will
 find the present volume useful since it collects and syn-
 thesizes the latest research, its primary audience will be
 found in the undergraduate classroom, the library of the
 archaeology buff, and, most importantly, the shelves of
 Dead Sea Scroll specialists who are not archaeologists and
 need a clear and concise guide through the sometimes
 tortuous pathways of Qumran archaeology.
 Throughout her book Magness operates under an as-
 sumption that will cause consternation among some ar-
 chaeologists but with which this reviewer wholeheartedly
 agrees. She assumes that the texts associated with the site
 of Qumran are legitimate sources of data that may be used
 to help interpret the site. These texts include both the
 scrolls discovered in the 11 caves in the vicinity of Qum-
 ran and the ancient historical sources Josephus, Philo, and
 Pliny the Elder (p. 11). This is an especially controversial
 position in Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship, because it has
 been argued that the original excavator of Qumran, Father
 Roland de Vaux, allowed his knowledge of the scrolls
 (discovered prior to and during the excavations) to skew
 his interpretation of the site. However, as Magness points
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 out, there are good archaeological reasons for assuming a
 connection between the scrolls discovered in the caves and
 the site, the chief being that the same ceramic types were
 found in the caves and in the ruins (p. 43). Further, Mag-
 ness argues, against those who point out that no scroll
 fragments were found at the site itself, that Qumran was
 destroyed by fire twice (in 9/8 B.C.E. and in C.E. 68), leav-
 ing behind almost no organic materials (p. 44). Finally, the
 scroll caves lie in close proximity to the site (p. 44).
 Therefore, Magness chooses to use the scrolls as part of
 her evidence for reconstructing the site. That this is a
 sound decision is proved throughout the book, for, while
 material in the scrolls casts some light on anomalies at the
 site, the archaeological data also illumines otherwise ob-
 scure passages in the scrolls.
 For example, in Magness's discussion of communal
 meals, she notes that Josephus describes the Essenes as
 eating communal meals following a specific ritual, and
 both the Community Rule and the Rule of the Congre-
 gation outline rules of conduct for communal meals (pp.
 113-16). The archaeological evidence, considered sepa-
 rately, indicates that the inhabitants at Qumran ate at least
 some of their meals in a large group, with special rituals
 and concerns for purity. This evidence includes the ce-
 ramic corpus, which includes a disproportionately large
 number of undecorated cups, plates, and bowls, in particu-
 lar the store of over 1000 dishes, neatly stacked in L86,
 which was evidently destroyed in the earthquake of 31
 B.C.E. The evidence also includes the deposits of animal
 bones found in certain locations around the site (Period
 IB: L23, L65, L80, L92, L130, L135; Period II: L73, L80,
 L130, L132). These deposits are most likely the remains
 of ritual meals, after which the bones were carefully col-
 lected and deposited in a manner that may have been
 meant to recall the sacrificial ritual of the Temple (pp.
 117-22). Thus Magness proves that the ritual practices
 and purity concerns described in the written sources illu-
 mine the archaeological evidence, and vice versa.
 Magness covers the various topics of Qumran archae-
 ology in chapters 3-9; chapter 10 covers the nearby set-
 tlements at Ein Feshkha and Ein el-Ghuweir. In her
 reconstruction of Qumran, Magness accepts the main
 outline of de Vaux's original reconstruction. She does,
 however, introduce changes and refinements to his recon-
 struction, particularly in the area of chronology. Accord-
 ing to de Vaux's chronology, the site was inhabited briefly
 during the Iron Age, then abandoned until approximately
 135 B.C.E., when it was settled by the Essenes (Period 1A).
 Period 1B began around 100 B.C.E., when the site was ex-
 panded. An earthquake and fire in 31 B.C.E. brought Period
 lB to an end, and the site was abandoned. It was resettled
 by the same group ca. 4 B.C.E. (Period II) and was de-
 stroyed by the Romans in C.E. 68. A brief period of Roman
 occupation followed (Period III), and then the site was
 permanently abandoned. Magness argues that there is no
 evidence for a separate Period 1A; rather, occupation at
 the site began ca. 100 B.C.E. and continued without inter-
 ruption through the earthquake in 31 B.C.E. until the site
 was destroyed by a violent conflagration in 9/8 B.C.E. She
 bases this revised chronology on the coin evidence and
 pottery types. After the destruction in 9/8 B.C.E., the site
 was briefly abandoned but rebuilt by 4-1 B.C.E. The site
 was then destroyed by the Romans in C.E. 68 (p. 68). Mag-
 ness's chronology gives a better interpretation of the nu-
 mismatic and destruction evidence and should become
 generally accepted.
 Chapter 8, "Women and the Cemetery at Qumran," dis-
 cusses an issue that has been the subject of much debate in
 the past decade: the presence or absence of women in the
 Qumran community. Magness is thus far the only profes-
 sional archaeologist to examine the evidence in its entirety
 for the presence or absence of women at the site, and so it
 is worthwhile to repeat her conclusions in some detail.
First she discusses the written sources. Philo, Josephus,
 and Pliny all describe the Essenes, in one way or another,
 as celibate males; Josephus also describes an order of mar-
 ried Essenes (pp. 163-66). However, most of the major
 texts of the Qumran scrolls take the presence of women in
 he community for which they are legislating for granted
 (e.g., the Damascus Document); the exception to this is
 the Community Rule, which does not mention women at
 all (pp. 166-67). Thus the written records are ambiguous
 concerning women in the Essene/Qumran community.
 Magness then turns to the archaeological evidence,
 which falls into two main categories: the human remains
 from the cemetery and the finds from the settlement. After
 an exhaustive survey of the skeletal remains excavated in
 various parts of the cemetery, Magness reaches the follow-
 ing conclusions: out of a total of 43 excavated graves (a
 statistically small sample), only three skeletons can be
 identified as adult females from the Second Temple pe-
 riod. No children from the Second Temple period were ex-
 humed. Magness concludes, "the evidence for the western
 sector of the cemetery suggests that women were present
 at Qumran but represented a disproportionately small part
 of the population" (p. 173).
 Turning to the small finds, Magness reveals a startling
 discovery: there were almost no small objects exclusively
 associated with women found at Qumran. The meager evi-
 d nce includes one spindle whorl and four beads (p. 178).
 This paucity compares with the abundant evidence for
 women at the contemporary sites of Masada and the
 Juda an Desert caves (pp. 179-81). Magness therefore
 asser s that "the archaeological evidence attests to only
 minimal female presence at Qumran" (p. 182). Magness's
 definitive study of the available archaeological data must
 be taken into consideration in any future discussion of
 women an  the Dead Sea Scrolls.
 The only substantial weakness of this fine work is one
 that bedevils all attempts at a synthetic study of Qumran
 archaeology: the lack of a final publication of de Vaux's
 excavations. Magness discusses this problem in her intro-
 duction and concludes by saying "most of the interpreta-
 tions and conclusions presented in this book are tentative"
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 (p. 4). However, this reviewer feels that it is unlikely that
 the broad conclusions Magness reaches will be substan-
 tially changed by the final publication. Magness has pro-
 duced an excellent volume on the archaeology of Qumran,
 one that deserves wide consideration and readership.
 Sidnie White Crawford
 University of Nebraska-Lincoln
 scrawfordl @unl.edu
 A History of the Animal World in the Ancient Near
 East, edited by Billie Jean Collins. Leiden: Brill,
 2002. Handbuch der Orientalistik, Abteilung 1:
 Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten, Band 64. xxii + 620
 pp., 67 figures, 17 tables. Cloth. $164.00.
 This new volume in the Brill Handbuch der Oriental-
 istik series is an impressive review of evidence for how the
 principal culture areas of the ancient Near East conceived
 of and dealt with domesticated or common wild animals,
 exotic species, and imaginary creatures. The book's editor,
 Billie Jean Collins, brings together contributed essays on
 human-animal relationships in Anatolia, Mesopotamia,
 Syria-Palestine, and Egypt, logically dividing the chapters
 up into five sections, according to the principal type of evi-
 dence used for the overview of a region. The first section
 is a thorough survey of the zoogeography of the entire Near
 East by A. Gilbert. As Collins points out in the book's in-
 troduction, this essay provides a sort of foundation for the
 chapters that follow, introducing readers to the complete
 faunal complement of Southwest Asia through descrip-
 tions of modem and archaeological evidence and aided by
 tables listing all mammalian and avian species inhabiting
 the area.
 Three sections following Gilbert's zoogeographical re-
 view deal in turn with animals featured in the art history
 (five chapters, by A. Gunter, P. Houlihan, C. Breniquet,
 M. Root, and A. Caubet), literature (four chapters, by
 B. Collins, E. Teeter, B. Foster, and 0. Borowski), and re-
 ligion (five chapters, by B. Collins, E. Teeter, J. Scurlock
 [two chapters], and 0. Borowski) of the Near East. A final
 section (two chapters, one by D. Brewer and the other by
 B. Hesse and P. Wapnish) discusses animals in the ancient
 Near East from a largely zooarchaeological point of view.
 Overall, the volume is well thought out and constitutes an
 important source of information for scholars across the
 broad range of fields involved with the study of ancient
 Southwest Asia. As the title of the Brill series implies, the
 book is best used as a kind of field guide, handbook, or
 one-volume encyclopedia from which to explore issues
 raised in the chapters by consulting the references cited by
 the various authors. Therefore, with some effort, a reader
 can get an overview of how neighboring cultures of the
 ancient Near East differed in their views of various ani-
 mals by carefully reading through the book's chapters and
 perusing t e references cited.
 The book's chief strength lies in its bringing together a
 variety of scholarly disciplines and lines of evidence in
 one place, a real achievement since all too often the in-
 sights of text scholars or art historians go unnoticed by ar-
 chaeozoologists, and vice-versa. One can make great use
 of the volume in either a "vertical" fashion-comparing
 treatment of animals in the literature, art, and religion of
 one particular region or culture-or "horizontally"-exam-
 ining human conceptions of animals across the cultures of
 the Near East. Using the book in the vertical sense, we can
se , for instance, that there are conflicting views over
 when and how the horse was introduced into Egypt. P. Hou-
 lihan (p. 107) feels that the earliest convincing artistic
 evidence dates the horse's introduction to the reign of Ah-
 mose at the beginning of the 18th Dynasty, although men-
 tion is made of earlier representations that others argue to
 be horses. D. Brewer (p. 447), basing his argument on a
 horse skeleton found at Buhen as well as on artistic and
 linguistic evidence, agrees with the Middle Kingdom in-
 troduction date and accepts the common hypothesis that
 the Hyksos brought the animal with them from western
 Asia. Hesse and Wapnish (p. 471), using the same faunal
 remains, remain skeptical that the Hyksos could have been
 responsible for the horse's introduction, since Buhen was
 far from their Delta strongholds. By the same token, one
 ca  take a horizontal view and trace various cultures' ap-
 proaches to certain practices, as, for example, with divina-
 tion using organs or other physical phenomena observed
 of animals. We learn from many authors in the volume
 that it was accepted practice in the Near East to use ex-
 tispicy in order to foretell the future. Egypt, however, de-
 parted from its neighbors in this respect, as they seem not
 to have had such a tradition at all (Teeter, p. 349). Although
 this practice was forbidden to the Israelites, Borowski
 (p. 420) points out archaeological evidence arguing that this
 Near Eastern tradition endured as a folk practice outside the
 state's official religious laws.
 The comparative aspect of cultural views toward ani-
 mals is nevertheless the book's chief weakness. A reader,
 in order to make comparisons and contrasts among the cul-
 tures reported on, must carefully comb through each chap-
 ter and flip back and forth between them. This is because
 there are no overview chapters at the end of each section,
 nor even a concluding essay at the end of the book, which
 could have usefully summarized synchronisms and the
 lack thereof. What is quite helpful in that regard, however,
 is a very thorough index, through which one can trace top-
 ics touched on in various chapters. The volume's compara-
 tive aspect also suffers somewhat from inconsistency in
 the essays selected. While the second, art historical, sec-
 tion includes an interesting chapter by M. Root on the ani-
 mals in ancient Iranian cultures' art, the remainder of the
 book offers no further information on that culture area, an
